You don't quit skiing because you're old,
you're old because you quit skiing
I saw the above sign on a T-shirt in Park City where I am now skiing.
At lunch we saw a woman who appeared to be well over seventy. We asked
her friend how old she was. She told us the woman was going to be eighty
the next month.
At what age should we stop doing certain things? At what age should we
start?
Me, I believe age is only a number. We are as young and as old as we feel
we are, and we act based on how we feel.
There are many 'old' people who are still very active. Many ski into their
80's and some beyond. Some drive at 100. Some graduate from college in
their 70's and 80's.
Sure, skiing is dangerous, and as we age we might not want to do a double
black diamond nor ski on a busy Saturday when the injury rate is high. But,
we can still ski if we are so inclined.
Keeping up a sport as we age is great. Because we want to be active and
engaged, we also take better care of our bodies. We eat better, and we
exercise. Exercise is both for the body and the mind.
Think of the people you know who decided, too early, that they were old
and had to give things up. Then, what did they do? They sat around bored
waiting to die. That's no way to live, that's not living.
Engage with life until the last day. Engage with activities you enjoy, be it
skiing, cards, volunteering, or reading. Help others.
Years ago my son, Chris, and I were playing golf in a tournament and
Chris's opponent was about 85 years old. Chris could hit the ball 250 yards
off the tee and his opponent could only hit the ball 125 yards off the tee.
Chris looked at me and smiled, he was going to win. Fast forwarding
several holes Chris was losing each hole. Sure, the older gentleman could

no longer hit the ball as long as he used to, yet he was accurate. He had
skill and experience on his side. The older gentleman easily won. He made
few, if any, errors.
As we age, we may no longer qualify for the Olympics. But, who cares? As
long as we can enjoy what we are doing, why, that is all that matters. We
have nothing to prove to the world. Oh, but we do have to prove to
ourselves we are living, living each day to the fullest.

